were the most popular for the writers in the 30s and 40s and even later, and modern poets are fonder of ritual poetry" (Toburokov, 1991: 29) .
The plot of the poem by V. Lebedev "Омчэни" is typical for the archaic Even epos. It depicts a heroic matchmaking with the motives of finding and getting a wife. An obligatory link (a marvelous feat as the character's trial) is clearly marked out. The Even nimkan refers to the archaic form of fairy tale, the worldview of the ancient people is strongly reflected in it.
"... From the point of view of the specificity of the fictional image of the world, ... the Even archaic tale has not lost its connection with the myth and specific "ethnographic nature" (Lebedeva, 1981: 136) . This, first of all, is a heroic matchmaking, characteristic of the epics of the Kolyma and Indigirka Evens. Secondly, the motive, according to which "the younger brother gets a bride for the elder brother" is based on the ritual traditions of the people (Lebedeva, 1981: 137) .
Once, during the hunting, the character of the poem Omcheni saw swans with white-golden wings, turning into girls and singing songs. preserved the myths about it, but among European peoples, whose folklore recorded fairy stories about the "swan lake" as well" (Reshetnikova, 2005: 340) . Mythological, epic and fairy tale plots about the ornitho-anthropomorphic werewolfthe swan-girl -are necessarily associated with the lake, on the shore of which the heavenly creatures leave their clothing from the wings that possess the magical properties of transforming their possessor, and bathe in human shape (Reshetnikova, 2005: 377) .
The swan-girl abduction is described.
Having heard how Irkenme loudly calls his older brother: "Aka-ah!", the frightened swans, He finds a small flame, which he feeds and tames, and they become friends. And the spirit of fireMeru is honored by the people most of all and immensely worshiped.
Fire for the peoples of the north means life.
It not only feeds and gives heat, but it is also endowed with various magical properties: the power of purification and protection from evil spirits. Fire is a frequent image in the Yukaghir literature, it is a symbol of life, man and his deeds (Okorokova, 2011: 96) . The poem by Uluro Ado is dedicated to children and written in the easy style, beautiful images are created, the adventures of characters are described with sparkling humor.
Literary works based on ancient traditions - 
